Elm Class Weekly News-16.11.2020- 20.11.20

This week we have enjoyed
rehearsing lots for our
Christmas Song “Rockin Robin”
the children had lots of fun
dancing and shaking their bells
to the music!

This week’s focus sound was d – the children did
amazingly well making the sound and identifying
both the letter and objects beginning with d!!

Omar did some super spelling in
our phonics too using blocks to
build the words first

We did fantastic in our music
session this week too, playing on
our instruments and stopping to a
musical cue.

Working hard on our IEPs

We are having fun each week
with our Number lesson

All about shapes!

REMINDERS–
I have sent an email about upcoming class trips, a letter will be coming home next week.
As the weather is getting colder just a reminder to perhaps send in hats/gloves for the children. Girls
can wear tights or trousers.
If anyone still needs to contribute to the class fund, the money would be much appreciated.
We are also looking for toy cars if you have any you’d like to donate to school ( as you can imagine these
often disappear)
THANK YOU!! Sophie

– smartindale@acorns.lancs.sch.uk

Sophie – smartindale@acorns.lancs.sch.uk

We have had another busy week in Elm class, Monday started with our phonics focus on
the letter D exploring making the sound and finding the letter hidden in the tuff tray. We
matched lots of different objects to their initial sounds.
In PE we are working so well, trying hard to be independent with our dressing skills and
following the routine of the lesson. We are developing our skills both in PE lessons and on
the playground.
Our music lesson went well we introduced a new song about colours linked to the Autumn
theme, they joined in with songs and played guess the instrument – showing excellent
listening skills.
We have enjoyed the parachute more recently too at the end of the day. We use this
opportunity to enjoy number songs and rhymes encouraging the children to count and join in.
We have also had a Attention Autism session for some pupils, these are highly engaging
sessions which the children love. They really help to focus and encourage communication!
The children continue to work really well daily on their IEP targets and are making steady
progress
Sorry again this week for less pictures, I must have been focussing on videos as we have
plenty of those and not many pictures of our wonderful week. I will try to get lots of
pictures for next week!
We hope you have a lovely long weekend
From all of the Elm Class Team

